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ABSTRACT: Neutron reflectivity (NR) measurements of ultrathin
surface films (below 30 nm) composed of Bombyx mori silk fibroin
protein in combination with atomic force microscopy and ellipsometry
were used to reveal the internal structural organization in both dry and
swollen states. Reconstituted aqueous silk solution deposited on a
silicon substrate using the spin-assisted layer-by-layer (SA-LbL)
technique resulted in a monolayer silk film composed of random
nanofibrils with constant scattering length density (SLD). However, a
vertically segregated ordering with two different regions has been
observed in dry, thicker, seven-layer SA-LbL silk films. The vertical
segregation of silk multilayer films indicates the presence of a different
secondary structure of silk in direct contact with the silicon oxide
surface (first 6 nm). The layered structure can be attributed to
interfacial β-sheet crystallization and the formation of well-developed nanofibrillar nanoporous morphology for the initially
deposited silk surface layers with the preservation of less dense, random coil secondary structure for the layers that follow. This
segregated structure of solid silk films defines their complex nonuniform behavior in the D2O environment with thicker silk films
undergoing delamination during swelling. For a silk monolayer with an initial thickness of 6 nm, we observed the increase in the
effective thickness by 60% combined with surprising decrease in density. Considering the nanoporous morphology of the
hydrophobic silk layer, we suggested that the apparent increase in its thickness in liquid environment is caused by the air
nanobubble trapping phenomenon at the liquid−solid interface.

■ INTRODUCTION

The control of the structural organization of proteins at
interfaces with inorganic materials is crucially important for the
design of bio-nanocomposite materials. Biology is full of
examples in which material interfaces have been designed and
assembled to provide unique properties, and strategies have
been demonstrated to exhibit specific molecular control over
these interfaces through self-assembly driven processes.1,2

Recently, silk fibroin protein has become an appealing
biomaterial for implementation as a major component of
hybrid biocomposites with applications ranging from sensing
and optical systems to advanced structural composites.3−9

Several inherent physical properties suggest silk fibroin as a
prospective candidate material in these areas including optical
transparency, biocompatibility, biodegradability, and high
strength combined with elasticity and mechanical robust-
ness.10,11 The processing challenges in handling these high
molecular weight proteins without aggregation has led to the
use of reconstituted or regenerated silk fibroin aqueous solution
for the fabrication of silk films and complex topological
structures such as fibers and microcapsules.10,12−20 Production
of silk fibroin solution for composite formation starts with the
purification of harvested Bombyx mori cocoons by removing
sericin, the glue-like binding component of silk. Sericin is a

water-soluble glycoprotein that binds fibroin filaments,1 and
although it contributes to increased mechanical properties of
silk, it also has detrimental effects on the integration of silk into
optical and biomedical devices.21

A balance of assorted forces including van der Waals,
electrostatic, entropic, steric, hydrogen bonding, and hydro-
phobic interactions determines the secondary structure of silk
molecules adsorbed at various interfaces.22 The unique
properties of silk materials are caused by their order−disorder
multidomain structure resulting from silk fibroin consisting of
alternating hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains. Silk protein
is rich in glycine and alanine residues, and the presence of
GAGAS amino acid repeats are responsible for the formation of
α-helices and β-sheet crystalline regions separated by random
coil segments.23 The transition between random coil
conformation and silk crystalline ordering can be induced by
changing solvent quality, drying conditions, and solvent
treatments. Although the overall behavior of silk fibroin in
solution and in bulk is fairly well understood, secondary silk
structures at interfaces and close proximity to surfaces remain a
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significant technical challenge. For example, the formation of
helical structures at air−liquid interfaces as a polymorph of silk
have been reported.24,25 These studies demonstrate that the
crystalline structure, silk III, involves a left-handed, threefold
helical chain conformation with hexagonal packing of silk
molecules. Side chain character influences the stabilization of an
interfacial conformation, suggesting that hydrophobic/hydro-
philic interactions and partitioning drive the silk conformation
at the air−liquid interface. However, information is still lacking
regarding how increasing distance from the interface affects the
silk chain conformation. Furthermore, the behavior of silk films
in liquids, as well as their ability to swell after tethering to
interfaces, remains uncharted.
In our recent study, we conducted ATR-FTIR of silk on

silicon substrates and revealed that spin-assisted deposition
immediately induced crystalline silk II formation from silk I
structure (random coil conformation) in ultrathin films.11 This
transformation is believed to be facilitated via exposure of the
ultrathin silk layer (∼5 nm) to air in combination with shear
forces, causing rapid dehydration of the film. In contrast, a
relatively thick (∼100 nm) dry spin-cast film displayed a
predominantly random-coil structure under ambient condi-
tions. The result is indicative of different structures pertaining
to the ultrathin film versus the thicker one and the occurrence
of significantly segregated interfacial structures. However, these
studies provide only information on average conformation of
silk molecules in particular films and cannot address the
question of localized and propagating segregated phenomena
and the effect of the interfacial confinement along the surface
normal.
As is known, X-ray and neutron reflectivity techniques are

capable of probing phenomena throughout thin films and
revealing how interfacial interactions affect gradient of ordering
along the surface normal26−29 with a spatial resolution at length
scales ranging from submicrometers to that of intermolecular
distances.30 Several studies have been conducted using the
combination of X-ray and neutron reflectivity techniques to
investigate protein adsorption at interfaces,31−34 while various
others focus solely on neutron reflectivity measurements to
obtain desired adsorption information.35−38 Furthermore,
neutron reflectivity has shown promising results for character-
ization of multilayer polymer films with inhomogeneous
distribution of components.39−42

However, most studies on silk fibroin have involved X-ray
diffraction measurements of bulk materials to determine the
structural characteristic of its three known conformations
(random coil, silk I, and silk II) and do not provide insight into
internal structuring of deposited silk layers.43−46 However, X-
ray reflectivity does not provide the necessary contrast since the
electron density contrast for biological systems is generally
low,47−49 and the overall film microstructure composition is
similar. On the other hand, neutron reflectivity examines length
scales relevant for investigation of interactions of proteins and
polymers, and adsorption of these molecules at liquid and solid
surfaces.30 An additional advantage of neutron reflectivity for
this study is that the neutron scattering contrast between
different isotopes of hydrogen, protium (1H) and deuterium
(2H), can be exploited for examination of the swelling effect in
ultrathin silk films. The high contrast of the absorption
distribution across the interface is critical for obtaining rich
structural information from nanostructured biopolymer−
inorganic interfaces in the swollen state.50 It is important to
note that neutron reflectivity from silk swollen in contrasted

solvent is the only way to reveal any inhomogeneities related to
interfacial reorganization in secondary structures such as β-
sheet crystallization.
Thus, in the present communication, we report on neutron

reflectivity studies conducted on ultrathin, molecular-level silk
films (<30 nm) in combination with atomic force microscopy
imaging, spectroscopic ellipsometry studies, and previous FTIR
data. Ultrathin films were fabricated using a reconstituted silk
fibroin solution and spin-assisted layer-by-layer (LbL)
assembly. Details regarding the interfacial behavior of silk
macromolecules are revealed and depict a direct influence of
the silicon oxide surface on structural organization within the
films. We also demonstrate, via multiple silk layer deposition,
the ability to tailor the structural density of these films by
creating a silk template that becomes more dilute at the film−
air interface at a certain distance from the substrate. In addition,
the effect of swelling of the films with D2O solvent is presented
in order to provide information regarding film organization and
stability at the solid−liquid interface.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Reconstituted Silk Fibroin Solution. For all experiments, 18.2

MΩ·cm Nanopure water was utilized. Silk was obtained from Bombyx
mori silkworms raised on a diet of Silkworm Chow (Mullberry Farms,
Fallbrook, CA). Live pupae were extracted from the cocoons prior to
sericin removal. Cocoons were boiled for 30 min in an aqueous
solution of 0.02 M Na2CO3 and then rinsed thoroughly with distilled
water to extract the gluelike sericin proteins. The extracted silk fibroin
was then dissolved in 9.3 M LiBr solution at 60 °C for 4 h, yielding a
20% (w/v) solution. The solution was dialyzed against distilled water
using Slide-a-Lyzer dialysis cassettes (Pierce, MWCO 3500) at room
temperature for 3 days to remove the LiBr. After dialysis, the solution
was centrifuged three times, each at 20 °C for 20 min, to remove
impurities and the aggregates that occurred during dialysis. The final
concentration of aqueous fibroin solution was 8.0% w/v, determined
by weighing the remaining solid after drying. This solution was then
diluted to obtain the desired 0.2% (w/v) silk concentration used for
solution deposition.

Film Formation. Silk solution was spin coated on ⟨100⟩ silicon
wafers with a diameter of 5 cm, thickness of 10 mm, and one polished
side (purchased from the Institute of Electronic Materials Technology,
Poland). A schematic demonstration of the deposition procedure is
illustrated in Figure 1. The spin-assisted layer-by-layer (SA-LbL)
deposition method was performed by sequentially dropping silk onto
the silicon substrate using 3 mL shots of silk solution, rotating for 60 s
at 3000 rpm on a spin-coater (Laurell Technologies), rinsing once
with Nanopure water to remove unbound silk, followed by deposition
of the next layer in accordance with usual procedure.68 After film
fabrication, the films were dried in ambient conditions for neutron
reflectivity measurements. The LbL assembly method was used
because it allows for the production of ultrathin films with greater
control over thickness, composition, and properties at the nanometer-
scale.51−55 We have already demonstrated the applicability of SA-LbL
for designing robust and flexible ultrathin films with excellent
mechanical properties.10 Furthermore, we have established the ability
to fabricate similar films using the SA-LbL deposition approach in
conjunction with reconstituted silk fibroin aqueous solution.11,13,56,57

Film Characterization. The morphology of the pristine silk films
was first characterized with a Dimension 3000 instrument (Digital
Instruments) by conducting atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging
in the light tapping mode according to the established procedure using
silicon tips with a cantilever spring constant of 50 N m−1.58,59

Ellipsometry measurements of film thickness were performed with a
Woollam M2000U multiangle spectroscopic ellipsometer with
measurements at three different angles: 65°, 70°, and 75°. Thicknesses
of dry films were determined using a data fit with the Cauchy model
over the range of wavelengths, λ, of 250-1000 nm.
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Neutron Reflectivity. Neutron reflectivity measurements were
conducted on dry and hydrated SA-LbL films at the Spallation
Neutron Source Liquids Reflectometer (SNS-LR) at Oak Ridge
National Lab (ORNL). The SNS-LR collects specular reflectivity data
in a continuous-wavelength band at several different incident angles.
Measurements were conducted in three independent series to ensure
the reproducibility of the experimental data.
For the data presented here, we used the wavelength band of 0.2 nm

< λ < 0.55 nm and measured reflectivity at angles of θ = 0.15, 0.25,
0.40, 0.75, and 1.20°, thereby spanning a wide total wavevector
transfer range of 0.06 nm−1 < Q < 1.2 nm−1 where Q = (4π sin θ)/λ
where θ is the incident angle and λ is the neutron wavelength). The
data were collected at each angle with incident-beam slits set to
maintain the wavevector resolution constant at δQ/Q = 0.05, which
allowed us to stitch the five different angle data sets together into a
single reflectivity curve. We collected neutron reflectivity data from dry
films as well as in a liquid environment by placing specimens in a
liquid-cell with the top surface in contact with D2O. Isotopic
substitution of protium with deuterium, known as the contrast
variation method, is frequently implemented due the large SLD
contrast between the two when compared to hydrogen, thus enabling a
clear distinction between structural inhomogeneities in the liquid state
which cannot be otherwise revealed.39,41,45,61,67

The data were analyzed using a model developed at ORNL with
conventional NR data fitting techniques. To fit the experimental data,
we started with an idealized film structure featuring sharp interfaces
between adjacent layers. This model was then modified to
accommodate the physically measured structures by adjusting layer
thicknesses, scattering length density (SLD), and roughness to best
model the measured data in both dry and swollen states.60

Initial individual layer thicknesses for simulations were taken from
ellipsometry measurements and then adjusted to the neutron
reflectivity data. The neutron scattering density is defined as Σ = b/
V, where b is the monomer scattering length (sum of the scattering
lengths of constituent atomic nuclei) and V is the monomer volume.60

The value of (b/V)n can be related to the molecular properties of the
film through:

ρ
=

∑
b V

N b

M
( / )n

iA b

W (1)

where NA is Avogadro’s number, ρb is the mass density in the volume
of interest, bi is the scattering length of the ith element in the repeat

unit summed over all atoms in the repeat unit, and MW is the molar
mass of a representative repeat unit of the polymer.

Therefore, the SLD varies as a function of the mass density of the
film as well as the local composition in the film.61 Standard SLD values
were used for common materials including D2O (6.38 × 10−6 Å−2) and
silicon oxide (3.76 × 10−6 Å−2) unless otherwise noted. Layer
intermixing was simulated by error function density profiles (Gaussian
roughness).62 The swelling profile for (silk)1 was calculated as a ratio
of all characteristic dimension points (e.g., midranges of transition
zones and zones with constant SLD) in dry and in-fluid states as will
be discussed below.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Spectroscopic ellipsometry and AFM measurements were taken
for independent verification of the film morphologies, rough-
ness, and different layer thicknesses in the dry state (Table 1).

The film parameters determined from modeling the measured
reflectivity data, thickness, SLD (Nb), and internal roughness
(σ), are summarized in Table 2 with results discussed below.

Dry Silk Films. AFM imaging of silk films in the dry state
indicates relatively smooth, uniform surfaces over large areas
without the presence of large microscale defects, a common
feature of SA-LbL films from silk materials. Some nanofibrillar
components with open porous morphology were visible for
both silk films, a common feature for SA-LbL silk films.63 Some
larger-scale surface segregation becomes visible for thicker silk
films, which may cause dissolution and delamination of the
surface elements after long-term storage in liquid environments
as will be discussed below.
At higher magnification, the characteristic fine domain

texture was observed with domain dimensions below 50 nm,
which are organized into elements of nanofibrillar structures as
has been observed and discussed for ultrathin silk films earlier
(Figure 2).63,64 The domains are smaller in the thicker film and
show a higher tendency to form random nanofibrillar structures

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the film assembly process.

Table 1. Total Film Thicknesses and Microroughnesses
(AFM and ellipsometry) for Dry and Swollen Silk Films

SA-LbL system
ellipsometry

thickness (nm)
total film thickness

by NR (nm)

AFM
roughness
(nm)

SiO2 2.0 1.2 0.1
(silk)1 dry 4.4 6.0 3.2 ± 0.4

swollen − 9.0 −
(silk)7 dry 27.8 31.0 2.4 ± 0.5

swollen − − −

Table 2. Neutron Reflectivity Model Parameters for Dry and
Swollen Films

SA-LbL
system modeled film structure

Nb × 10−6

(nm−2)
d

(nm)
roughness
(nm)

SiO2 SiO2 376 1.2 0.5
(silk)1 dry silk monolayer 210 6.0 2.0
(silk)1
swollen

dense silk (substrate) 185 5.5 0.9

slightly swollen/
expanded silk

110 3.5 2.5

D2O 638 − −
(silk)7 dry densely packed silk

(substrate)
100 6.0 5.5

loosely packed silk (air
interface)

44 25.0 20.0
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and highly porous morphology. This is likely caused by the
longer exposure to wet conditions during multiple depositions
which promotes the formation of nanofibrillar structures at
hydroxyl-terminated silicon oxide surfaces.63 A distinct feature
of both surfaces is extremely high porosity with pore sizes
below 50 nm and high estimated surface coverage which can
easily reach 50% for the topmost layer.
The surface microroughness of the silk films calculated over a

1 × 1 μm2 surface area resulted in similar values of 3.2 ± 0.4
nm and 2.4 ± 0.5 nm for the (silk)1 and (silk)7 films,
respectively, reflecting the similarity of the domain texture of
the topmost silk layer. Through modeling of the neutron
reflectivity data, the global surface roughness can be determined
for comparison to AFM data by using the σ value associated
with the modeled layer nearest the air interface (Tables 1, 2).
The external roughness values obtained from neutron
reflectivity increase to 20 nm for dry (silk)7 films, reflecting a
rough and diffuse surface for thicker films with segregated
surface nanofibrils, open pores, and domains across the whole
silicon wafer.
Before neutron reflectivity measurements, the film thick-

nesses were measured with ellipsometry (Table 1). These
thicknesses [(silk)1 = 4.4 nm and (silk)7 = 27.8 nm]
corresponded well to those reported in earlier results.10 The
following neutron reflectivity models provide similar but
slightly larger thickness values, (silk)1 = 6.0 nm and (silk)7 =
31.0 nm, reflecting the overall uniformity of the silk films as

probed with very different wavelengths (Tables 1, 2). For

simplicity, we refer to these films below as thin and thick for

(silk)1 and (silk)7 films, respectively.
In Figure 3, log R is plotted as a function of momentum

transfer, Q. For both silk films there were no distinct Bragg

Figure 2. Topographical AFM images at different scales of (a, c) (silk)1 monolayer and (b, d) (silk)7 multilayer films.

Figure 3. Neutron reflectivity data for dry (silk)1 and (silk)7 films
where symbols and solid lines in the plot represent the experimental
data and fit, respectively. The (silk)7 curve is displaced vertically by a
factor of 100 for clarity.
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peaks present indicating an absence of periodic stratifica-
tion.65−67 Critical Q values were similar for both films and the
overall shape in mid-Q range can be used to model the overall
film thickness as well as the internal vertical distribution for silk
films. The fitting enabled minimum deviations between the
modeled reflectivity profile and the measured data (see
experimental data points along with solid fitting curves (Figure
3).
The scattering length density profiles obtained from the

fitting procedure show the density distribution (SLD) along the
direction normal to the film surface (Figure 4). The SLD

profile for the dry (silk)1 monolayer indicates that a single,
relatively dense and probably partially crystalline silk monolayer
(see below) of 6 nm thickness forms on the silicon oxide
surface under these spin-cast deposition conditions. The
interface between the silicon oxide layer and the silk film was
determined to be relatively smooth, with roughness less than 1
nm. The roughness of the silk film itself was determined to be
2.0 nm, in good agreement with the AFM experimental data
(Tables 1, 2).
It is well-known that the driving force for the assembly of silk

fibroin in a layered manner is related to hydrophobic, ionic, and
hydrogen bonding interactions.68 The interface formed
between silk molecules and surface hydroxyl groups on the
silicon substrate acts to form and stabilize nanofibril bundles
formed by silk backbones in β-sheet conformation via
minimization of interaction of these hydrophobic domains
with highly hydrophilic surface.25,69,70 Sequential hydrophobic
and hydrophilic blocks are thus an important design feature for
the assembly of silk at interfaces.71,72 Extensive hydrophobic
glycine-alanine repeats with tyrosine present facilitate hydro-
phobic interactions and dewetting of β-sheet domains in wet
environments and thus intense formation of organized
nanofibrillar structures in close proximity to the silicon
surface.71,73,74 On the other hand, the extensive hydrogen
bonding of amino acids (such as glycine, alanine, and serine)
stabilize the overall morphology of silk surface layer.70,75

Indeed, as has been already demonstrated by detailed FTIR
studies on mono- and multilayered silk films, the dehydration of
the silk surface layer during the spincasting promotes hydrogen-
bonding and β-sheet formation.11,64,68,74 These FTIR results on
the secondary structure of dry silk monolayers indicated

conversion of silk layers to the crystalline β-sheet silk II
structure with higher density as well as preservation of
nonorganized, random coil silk in thicker films with β-sheet
content reaching 40−50%. Therefore, we suggest that the silk
monolayer is predominantly composed of denser silk in a β-
sheet secondary structure as segregated nanofibrills and pores.
The modeling of the reflectivity data for the thicker (silk)7

film indicates a much more complex internal film structure,
requiring a two-component model to account for drastically
different scattering at the silicon-silk interface versus the air-silk
interface (Figure 5). In this case, the SLD profile obtained from

the best fit is composed of two layers with a thin (6 nm) layer
with higher SLD level at the silicon-silk interface and a more
loosely packed and much thicker (25 nm) topmost silk layer
with lower SLD (Figure 5).
The presence of two distinct regions of low and high

densities indicates different secondary structures of thicker silk
films. The thickness of the higher SLD region of about 6 nm
coincides with the thickness of the monolayer silk, although the
SLD is lower by about half compared to that determined for the
dry (silk)1 monolayer, and therefore, the (silk)7 interfacial layer
is much less dense. This density reduction can be directly
related to highly porous inner microstructure and a stronger
tendency to form nanofibrillar structures resulting in higher
porosity after multiple wet depositions as revealed by AFM (see
above). Large scale surface segregation and probably partial
removal of the topmost silk material during consequential
deposition and washing cycles facilitate much lower density of
the thick (25 nm) topmost layer.

Swollen Silk Films. The reflectivity curves for both (silk)1
and (silk)7 films swollen in D2O become smeared in the
swollen-state when compared to the dry state (Figure 6). The
effects of swelling are most apparent in the case of the (silk)1
films, particularly when comparing the SLD profiles of dry silk
to swollen (silk)1 as shown in Figure 4. Overall, the (silk)1 film
exhibited dramatic expansion with swelling ratio of about 1.6
after immersion in D2O with the nonuniform SLD distribution.
It might be expected that diffusion of D2O within the silk layers
causes an increase in apparent density for those layers relative
to a loosely packed region in the dry (silk)7 film. It is worth
noting that no signs of increased SLD level were observed,
which can be associated with H-D exchange.

Figure 4. Neutron SLD profiles for (silk)1 in both dry (solid) and
swollen (dashed) states. Inset shows profile at the silicon-dioxide−silk
interface.

Figure 5. Neutron SLD profiles for (silk)7 in the dry state. Data for
swollen film is not presented. As discussed in the text, a large portion
of the swollen (silk)7 film are delaminated, resulting in an extremely
rough film and reflectivity curve that could not be modeled.
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However, surprisingly, an interfacial region of approximately
5 nm (in the vicinity of silicon oxide surface) remains virtually
unswollen and densely packed, as indicated by an SLD that is
only slightly lower than that of the dry (silk)1 monolayer
probably. The SLD did not increase drastically as would be
expected for swelling and uptake of D2O, which is in agreement
with the fact that this interfacial region is composed of the
porous morphology with a network of hydrophobic nano-
fibrillar structures. The contact angle of silk surface of about
70° corresponds to hydrophobic surface and open porous
morphology is favorable for the formation of air nanobubbles at
the liquid−solid interface.76,77 We can speculate that air
nanobubles can be trapped in the region in open nanopores
which prevents the penetration of liquid into the highly porous
morphology with the network of nanofibrillar hydrophobic
asperities similar to those observed for porous hydrophobic
synthetic and biological surfaces in different fluid environ-
ments.78 The presence of trapped air bubbles should lead to
increased porosity and the reduction of the effective density of
the silk layer after immersion in liquid environment.
To quantify this nonuniform expansion, we calculated the

“swelling ratio” profiles for the (silk)1 film to reflect the local
change in linear expansion of specific structural elements within
silk monolayers (Figure 7). Similar calculations were not
performed for the swollen (silk)7 film due to the loss of silk
material into the D2O swelling medium during measurement
and the inability to quantitatively describe the film using an
SLD profile.
The swelling profile of the monolayer silk film confirms

highly nonuniform swelling and the formation of distinct two-
tier swollen structures for the silk monolayers (Figure 7). The
swelling profile has been calculated by direct comparison of
thickness which can be assigned to different characteristic
elements of the SLD profile: onset of SLD plateau, midpoint of
the SLD plateau, onset of the transition region, midpoint of
transition region, and the film surface. As this analysis shows, a
fraction of the interfacial monolayer retains virtually unchanged
and the apparent swelling ratio remains close to 1.0 (Figure 7).
Then, the upper fraction of the monolayer becomes

expanded by about 60%, forming the more loosely packed

nanofibrillar structures with relatively limited water intrusion in
this hydrophobic region due to trapped bubbles as suggested
above (Figure 8). Such a surprising finding reveals that even a
single monolayer of solid silk material which is partially
transformed into the silk II phase in segregated nanofibrillar
structures in the vicinity of the silicon surface can be expanded
due to trapped air bubbles but are not per se highly swollen after
addition of liquid.
In the case of (silk)7 films, the analysis is significantly more

complicated. As shown in the reflectivity curve for the
multilayer film in D2O, the reflectivity does not go to 1
below the critical edge (Qc) but instead slopes downward
steeply in Q (Figure 6). This is signature of an extremely rough
surface that cannot be treated with the optical model used to
model reflectivity data for uniform films. The highly rough
surface is likely formed due to a large portion of the silk films
and surface aggregates delaminating during measurements
which has also also confirmed with AFM measurements (not
shown).

■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the neutron reflectivity studies conducted here
have focused on (1) the depth profile of the layer organization
within SA-LbL films as a function of film thickness and (2) the
effect of swelling within the silk film structure as measured in
situ. Under dry state conditions, the multilayer film resulted in a
complex internal structure with two separate regions of SLD
representing a denser microstructure near the SiO2−silk
interface brought on by the chosen deposition process and
the formation of nanofibrillar morphologies. The surface-
initiated segregation in proximity to the substrate (within the
first 6 nm) can be associated with the interfacial crystallization
in the β-sheet domains and nanofibrillization, with less dense
random morphologies far from the interface.
Such a vertically segregated structure of solid silk films, which

can be described by a two-layered model, explains their
complex nonuniform swelling behavior in the presence of
water. In the case of silk monolayers, the nonuniform swelling
resulted in the formation of a two-tier expanded layer with a
highly segregated and completely surface layer below 6 nm with
trapped air bubbles. The expanded topmost layer is composed

Figure 6. Neutron reflectivity data for (silk)1 (open circles) and (silk)7
(filled circles) films in D2O medium where symbols and solid lines in
the plot represent the experimental data and fit, respectively. Modeled
reflectivity curve is only presented in the case of swollen (silk)1
because of delamination of thicker film in swollen state. The (silk)7
curve is displaced vertically by a factor of 102 for clarity.

Figure 7. “Swelling ratio” profile for (silk)1 film as determined by
comparing SLD profiles in dry and wet states. Each data point
represents ratio of expanded/initial thicknesses for characteristic
points in the profile (see text).
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of random silk with trapped air bubbles with the integrated
swelling ratio of the initial layer reaching 1.6. These studies
indicate complex layering of silk in contact with silicon oxide
surfaces in both dry and hydrated environments which have
never observed in earlier studies and can be critical for
processing and design of silk-filler interfaces in composite
biomaterials.
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